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Wouldn't it be interesting if there was overlap between the
Wikileaks insurance file and information retrieved from the
Osama Bin Laden collections? 
 
Especially, say, the massive "porn" collection found in
Osama Bin Laden's possession that USIC refused to
comment on?
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Looking at this in light of what I know now, the first thing that hit 
me here:  
 
Who did Osama Bin Laden have in his porn 
collection?theguardian.com/world/2015/may…

239 5:53 PM - Sep 11, 2018

Osama bin Laden's pornography stash to remain under wraps,…
Document hoard found at al-Qaida leader’s hideout contained ‘a
considerable number of pornographic videos’ but the US does not
theguardian.com
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148 people are talking about this

Just a refresher: it is agains the law to possess any form of child pornography in the

US, even if it's encrypted. If you're found in possession of data that when decrypted,

reveals child porn, even if you don't have the password yourself - you're screwed.

And if you're in possession of child porn that is being used to blackmail politicians

and public figures that matches up with the content found in Osama Bin Laden's porn

stash, you're going to be in even bigger trouble - 'cause he's def. a terrorist. 
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Replying to @martynoconnor @scentsnpetals

It's against the law to distribute child pornography. 
 
Why not describe it as such, to further discredit OBL? 

 
There's more in that porn collection - there's compromising 
information about American political figures.
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19 people are talking about this

And if you use any passwords Wikileaks releases to decrypt the "insurance file," and it

contains child pornography as material being used to blackmail government entities

into submission, you deserve to get whatever punishment the boys on your cell block

deem suitable.

So, some of the insurance files:

And something interesting of note: 

 

Vault 7 leaker Joshua Schulte, found with 54GB of child pornography in an encrypted

container on his computer... with the password found on his phone? 

 

Maybe that password was in an encrypted text message from Assange? 
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• • •

During the course of reviewing the Desktop Computer, CACS 
agents encountered a volume of files in an encrypted container, 
approximately 54 GB in size (the "Encrypted Container")

Kim Zetter @KimZetter
On or about March 15, 2017, members of FBI searched the 
Residence. During the course of that search, law enforcement officers 
recovered, among other things, multiple computers, servers, and other 
portable electronic storage devices, including SCHULTE's personal 
desktop computer twitter.com/KimZetter/stat…
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See Kim Zetter's other Tweets

Didn't realize this before, but.... maybe Schulte wasn't distributing child porn to

customers in the traditional sense after all.... what if the porn was in one of the

wikileaks insurance files, and Assange gave him the password to decrypt it?

That would put a lot of his recent court activity trying to get some of the data out

there in a MUCH different light. 

 

Docket for United States v. Schulte, 1:17-cr-00548 - CourtListener.com
Docket for United States v. Schulte, 1:17-cr-00548 — Brought to you by the
RECAP Initiative and Free Law Project, a non-profit dedicated to creating high
quality open legal information.

https://www.courtlistener.com/docket/6359557/united-states-v-schulte/#minute-entry-5…

So... everyone in possession of the Wikileaks "insurance" files should consider just

what might be in those archives that you could personally be held accountable for . 

 

Just sayin'.
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